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Kolorsha Tasvanni

Kolorsha Tasvanni is a player character played by steeljaw36.

Kolorsha Tasvanni

Species & Gender: Female Anthro
Date of Birth: 1日 1月 YE 13
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: Music professor

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: Osman University: Something is a Mist

Physical Description

Height: 8’11”
Measurements: 60H- 43 -64
Mass: 310 lbs
Fur color: Grey
Mane & tail: White
Eyes: Blue

Also, her wrists and ankles are covered in thicker fur (What is called feathering)
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Personality

Big. If you had to describe Kolorsha in one word, that would be it. She’s usually the first one noticed, but
when you’re as big as she is, what do you expect? Fortunately for her, she’s not shy of crowds or
strangers, as she has an outgoing personality. Also, despite her rather intimidating height, she’s not
much for violence, preferring words over fists.

Hobbies & Interests: Music (Obviously). Kolorsha’s mostly a one trick, very big pony. That, and I’ve got
nothing else I can think of offhand. Well, there is something else she’s interested in, but that’s something
I’m not going to put here…

History

Like other uplifted, Kolorsha was born a normal Clydesdale, though even then, she tipped the scales
being 20hh. Her herd life wasn’t much to speak of, though unlike Katja, she wasn’t wild born. That was
going to change, though she didn’t realize it at the time. Her new owners had different plans for her, and
after she’d been moved to their facility, her uplifting procedure began, and to put it nicely, it was less
than pleasant. Sometime through it, she lost consciousness, eventually awakening to the voice of
another, in a darkened room, and in a radically altered body.

The one who’d awoken her, Kolorsha soon discovered, also had had her body altered, essentially a
smaller version of herself, a much smaller version of herself, and also was having just as much trouble
adjusting to her sudden change as Kolorsha was. That, and she looked and smelled terrified, and frankly,
so was Kolorsha. She didn’t know what had been done to her, nor why. There were no answers
forthcoming, as the pair both were kept in that room, only seeing their owners when they were brought
food, there was no way to keep track of how long they were held there. Some time later, they both
picked up the sounds and scents of fire, and blood.

Their door opened, a different being to those they knew came through it. It took a bit of convincing from
these new humans, but soon both Kolorsha and her smaller companion found themselves clean, warm
and in a well lit room on these new human’s transport. Kolorsha shortly noticed her companion was
staring out into the sky, she was looking so long, Kolorsha reached out, nickering gently, however the
smaller mare was still startled, jumping slightly, until seeing it was Kolorsha. While her smaller friend
seemed entranced by the sky, Kolorsha was more interested in the humans, or more specifically one of
them that was doing something she would later learn was called singing. She tried to imitate this sound,
at first with little success, but with a bit of help from that human, she started getting better, even
learning some of the human’s language in the time she was with them.

These humans left Kolorsha and her marefriend with another set, somewhere they both learned was an
orphanage, a place that was more than capable of helping the pair adjust to both their new bodies and
fitting into the world they now were a part of. For Kolorsha, that eventually became music. Not just her
own voice, but that voice instruments had as well. In addition to everything else, she learned how to play
them, taking a liking to both the piano and sax. Katja (As she’d begun calling herself), on the other hoof,
went a different direction, while Kolorsha eventually went to university obtaining a degree in music
theory with a minor in teaching, Katja joined the military, becoming a pilot, though she felt she wasn’t
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being given a chance by her superiors, something she frequently vented about whenever they talked.

Kolorsha, meanwhile had continued her musical studies, even locally becoming well known, both for her
playing and just being her large self. She was contacted by a new group, Section 6. They were leaving
their world for a new homeland and with an eye to setting up another center for learning, they had
contacted her about a teaching position. She accepted, and knowing this Section 6 would need the
talents of others, told Katja of her plans and suggested she ought to try to see if her piloting skills might
be put to use for S6, rather than where she was now. Katja agreed and, after her current contract was up,
the pair left, headed to Sirris VI, a new start for them both.

Skills Learned

Communications

Kolorsha is fluent in Trade, while also being able to set the subtleties of animal speech.

Musical ability

Kolorsha is rather well versed (ow, that pun…) in musical theory and most instruments, though she
prefers both the sax and piano, and while not famous, she’d created a bit of an underground following
before leaving for Sirris VI.

Social Connections

Kolorsha Tasvanni is connected to:

Katja Falka’na‘

Inventory & Finance

Kolorsha Tasvanni has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Kolorsha Tasvanni currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by steeljaw36 on 12, 31 2018 at 17:10 using the Character Template Form.
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In the case steeljaw36 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Kolorsha Tasvanni
Character Owner steeljaw36
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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